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The application of nonlinear approxiimation theory in strictly convex 
normed linear spaces presents special problems owing to the fact that best 
approximations are not necessarily unique [16] and that a complete (and 
useful) characterization of best approximations is unknoivn for the commonly 
used approximation families. In this paper, we shall study several aspects of 
the unicity problem for a class of nonlinear approximation families in spaces 
with sufficiently smooth norms. In particular, we wili consider the following 
problems: 
(I) When does a given element of the space have a unique best approxi- 
mation? 
(2) How many elements (in a topological sense) have unique best 
approximations? 
In [1] Cheney and Goldstein gave a partial answer to (1) for a class ol 
nonlinear approximating families in a real inner product space. Their result 
states that if the distance from the point to the approximating set is su:%- 
ciently small (a bound is given) then the best approximation is unique. Spiess 
in his thesis [2] improves their bound and gives several numerical examples. 
Theorem 1 generalizes these results to the case of a normed linear space 
with a twice Frechet-differentiable norm. 
Theorems 2 and 3 answer (2) for a class of nonlinear families that include 
ordinary rational functions (Theorem 4) and the so-called r-families of 
Hobby and Rice [3] (Theorem 5). The basic result is that under appropriate 
hypotheses the set of elements having unique best approximations contains 
an open and dense subset of the underlying space. (-A. weaker version of ti?is 
result is proved for the r-families.) In Theorem 6 we show that the number 
of minima of the functional [If- i’ Ii where f E L&l, Ii and I mm wer the 
appropriate se% of ordinary rational functions is unbounded as we varyj We 
consider theorems 4, 5, and 6 to be the main results of this paper. 
The last portion of the paper is devoted to considering which elements Gf 
the approximating family can appear as best approximations to elements 
other than themselves. 
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In what follows, E and H will be normed linear spaces, S an open convex 
subset of I?, and A a twice Frechet-differentiable map from S to H. Thus, 
elements of H are to be approximated by elements of A(S) = {A(s)1 s E S>. 
Moreover, H will be assumed to have a twice Frkhet-differentiable norm. 
The first and second (Frechet or Gateaux) derivatives of a transformation 
g at a point x will be denoted by g’(x, .) and g”(x, ‘, .) respectively. For 
convenience the terms Frechet-derivative and Gateaux-derivative will be 
shortened to F-derivative and G-derivative. The elementary facts about these 
derivatives that will be used may be found in [4]. 
LEMMA 1. Let N(g) = 11 g /17’ for each g E H with g + 0 where r 3 2, and 
let h and k be arbitratyp in H. Then 
(a) N is twice F-differentiable. 
(b) N’(tg, h) = t 1 t lr--2 N’(g, h), N”(tg, h, k) = / t Ir--2 N”(g, h, k) arzd 
II Wg, .Il = y II g II’-’ 
where t is any nonzero real number. 
(c) If F(x) = N(A(x) -f) then F’(x, k) = N’(A(x) -f, A’(x, k)) and 
F”(x, h, k) = N’(z4(x) -f, A”@, h, k)) + N”(A(x) - f, A’(x, h), A/(x, k)). 
Here f 6 A(S) is arbitrary,. 
Proof. Part (a), the chain rule, and partial differentiation [5, p. 6851 imply 
(c). To prove (a) let R(x) = xT for each real number x and let B(g) = jj g j/ for 
each g E H. Then N(g) = R(B( g)) and by the chain ruie N’( g, h) = 
r 11 g /jr--l B’(g, lz) from which the relation // N’(g, .)I1 = r 11 g [jr-l is clear once 
we note that I/ B’(g, *)I1 = 1 [4]. Similarly, N”(g, ‘, .) exists. To finish part (b) 
we calculate 
NC& + sll) - Wd = II tg + sh IIT - II tg IlT 
s 
which shows that N’(tg, h) = t I t lr-2 N’(g, h) by letting s + 0. Similarly, 
N”(tg, h, k) = $ IV’(tg + sh, k) - N’(tg, k) s 
=lirr, I t1r-2 
N’ (g + $, k) - N’(g, k> 
S--O sit 
= j t jr--x N”(g, h, k). Q.E.D. 
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Remark I. The point g = 0 is exception a? since the norm on E-i is not 
G-differentiable there. However, one can verify directly that N is once F- 
differentiable at 0 and is twice F-differentiabie at 0 if Y > 2. If I = 2 N may 
fail to have two F-derivatives at 0, though in any case it is twice G-differen- 
tiable there. 
We now consider the problem of determining when a local minimum z of 
the functional F(x) = N(A(x) -j) . is a globa! minimum. We shall follow 
the approach of Spiess [2] and consider first the prob!em restricted to a ray 
through z in a fixed direction k. The global pro’blem is then handled by 
considering all such rays. 
BI, = sup /! A”(x: k, k)l+ 
IEIZ,k 
We shali assume that the quantity jl A(x) - --J(z):1 increases monotonically as 
x moves away from z along tz,k . More precisely, the function 
is assumed to be strictly monotone increasing for ail valuer of h such that 
z + hk E S, Note that this assumption easily implies that T,., is convex. 
z is the mique global minimizer of F on YZ3,. . 
Pro05 Suppose there exists I: E /z,l; such that .F(zl) .< E;(z). Clearly, 
z1 E T,,, . By Taylor’s Theorem, 
F(Zl) = F(z) + F(z, z1 - -7) + 1/2F”( 1’: z1 - z: 21 - zj 
for some y = & + (I - t) zI with 0 < f < 1. Thus, 
F(z,) - F(z) = 1/2F(J, ZI - z, 61 - z) 
since F’(z, z1 - z) = 0. Therefore, 
F”(y, z1 - z, z1 - z) = W’F”(y, k, k) < 0 
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for some real number W, so that 
But II 4~) -fll < II 0) - &>I1 + II 4~) -fll < 3 II 44 -fll (Note 
that y E T,,,). 
Hence (*) 3 pk - rBJ-l I/ A(z) --fjlr-l > 0 since I/ A(z) -fi/ < pk. 
Thus we have a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
The following corollary is immediate from Theorem 2.1. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose z E S and U is an open neighborhood of z swh 
that F(x) > F(z) for all x E U unless x = z. Assume that for each k i 0, the 
function Q,(h) = sgn h . [I A(z + hk) - A(z)]/ is stricthi monotone increasing. 
Then ifI1 A(z) - f jj < p = inf&, pr , z is the unique global minivvlizer of F 
on s. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let E = S = R (the set of real numbers), H = R” with the 
Euclidean norm and inner product [., .I. Let i’ = 2 and define A : S -+ R” by 
A(x) = (x, 9). Finally, let f = {(0, $J}. 
Then [A(x) - f, A(x) -f] has a relative minimum at z = 0 if f2 < l/2. 
Also, the formulas A/(x, k) = k(1, 2x) and A”(x, k, k) = k2(0, 2) for k E R 
are clear. Thus, [I A/(x, k)lj” = (1 + 4x2) ka and I/ A”(x, k, k)jl” = 4kl so that 
BI,=2if\kj = l.Wealsohavethat 
sgn X II A(z + hk) - A(z)11 = sgn h * I h / * I k j . dw 
= I k 1 - h 1/‘1 + X2k’ 
which is clearly strictly monotone increasing for k f 0. 
N(g) = [g, g] for all g E H and by direct computation N’(g, h) = 2[g, h] 
and N”(g, h, h) = 2[h, h]. Hence, 
N”(A(x) -A A’(x, k), A’(x, k)) = 2( 1 + 4x”) k” 
which implies that ,uLa = 2 for j k I = 1. Then if 
II 40) -fll = Ifs I < l/3 (A) = l/6. 
A(0) is the unique best approximation tofin A(S). 
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The following application of Corollary 1 generahzes a result of Cheney and 
Goldstein [l]. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let T be a compact Hausdorff space and 17: a regular Bore1 
measure on T. Suppose {a, ,..., n ~7 } is an independent subset of C(T) (the reai 
valued continuous functions on T) with the property that each nonzero g in 
span {q ,...l 0,) IS such that 17z(t / g(t) = 01 = 0. 
Let f : R ---t R be twice differentiable and satisfy M 3 j’(sj > ~1 > 0 and 
iJf”(s)l < y for all s E R (e.g., f(s) = s + arctan (s)j. Let c(.) = (r~(.),..., ciL(.)) 
and for x E R”, let [c(.), X] denote the generalized polynomial cy=, xiq (,). 
Note that the hypotheses imply that lI[v(.), xjli is a norm on I?. 
Define A : Rn + L,(T, nz)? p > 2 by A(x) =f([r(.), x]) and let 
for each h E L,(T, 112). We then have the formulas A’(.u, kj = f’([cl(~), x])[c(.), k] 
and A”(x, k, k) = f”([u(.), x]) [tl(.)? k]” from wh.ich the estimate 
B = sup;,,+, 11 A”(x, k, k)ll < yK is easily obtained where K = (,w(T))~/“. 
maxfET II o(t)]i” where the usual Euclidean norm is being used for elements 
of R” ~ 
For each f E T, A(x + /r)(r) - A(x)(t) =f([~(.*). x + h]) -f([~(t& x]) = 
f’([u(t), x + 6,h])[c(t), h] where 0 < of < 1 using the mean value theorem. 
“Therefore, 
where /3 > 0 is such that I~[zI(.), h]]l > /I /I iz !I f or all 1~ E R”. Moreover, if we 
define $~~(h) = I/ A(x + A/?) - A(.~)llfi = N(&x + M) - A(X)) where k + 0, 
we have by direct calculation and the mean value theorem that 
&'(A) = N'(A(s + hk) - A(x), A'(x + Xk, k)) 
= Ap JTf’([c(t), x f MC]) -J’([~(tj~ s i- &ik]) a [Lftj, k]” 
. I[@), k]l”-” . 1 f’([r(t), x + O,hk])i”-” da 
(see Lemma 4) which shows that the function sgn h . II A(x + Ak) - A(x)‘1 is 
strictly monotone increasing. 
Let D = (X : Ij A(x) - A(~)11 < 2 11 A(z) - g II> and L? = (k : ji k 11 = I> 
where z E R” and g E A(R”) are arbitrary. D is cleariy closed and is aiso 
bounded since if x E D, then ~$3 //x - z ]I < /1 A(x) - A(z)11 < 2 1) A(z) - g !j , 
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It is also easily seen that the map (x, k) + N”(A(x) - g, A’(x, k), A’(x, k)) = 
p . (p - 1) JT 1 A(X) - g jp-“f’([v(t), xl)” [v(t), k12 dm (see Lemma 4) is 
continuous and positive for each (x, k) E DxQ. Hence 
p = ,,$tf N”(A(X) - f, A’(x, k), A’(x, k)) > 0. 
Finally, we note that if z is not itself a minimizer of F(.), then F takes on its 
minimum at some point z0 in the interior of D and we conclude that if 
II A(%) - g II -=I (P/P?4 l/p--l l/3 (note that this number is less than or equal 
to the number pn of Theorem 1 for each k f 0) then z, is the unique global 
minimizer of F on R”. 
Thus we have an example of a class of nonlinear approximating families in 
L,(i”, YIZ), p 3 2, with the property that if a point is sufficiently close to the 
approximating set it has a unique closest point in the set. 
We now consider the problem of determing the topological size of the set 
of elements of H possessing more than one best approximation in A(S). We 
shall need the following standard definition. 
DEFINITION 1. A subset M of a normed linear space F is called approxima- 
tively compact if for each f E F and each sequence (Q) C M such that 
Ijf - m, /) ---f inf,,, j/f - m j/ there exists a subsequence {nzkj} and an 
element nz* E A4 such that I/ rntj - m* 11 + 0. 
LEMMA 2. Let M be a approximatiuely compact subset of a normed linear 
space H. Suppose x E H has m E M as its unique closest point in M and let 
(3~~) be any sequence converging to x and (mlc> any corresponding sequence of 
closest points in M. Then // nzk - m 11 -+ 0. 
Proof. See [6, p. 3881. 
Notations and Assumptions. Unless otherwise stated the following notation 
and assumptions will be in force for the remainder of this paper. The symbol E 
shall denote a fixed normed linear space, S an open subset of E, and A a 
twice F-differentiable map from S to H where H is a strictly convex normed 
linear space with a twice F-differentiable norm. In addition it shall be assumed 
that A(S) is approximatively compact and that the maps x + A”(x, *, *) and 
g - N”(g, ., .> are continuous on S and H - (0) respectively where 
for some r > 2. 
N(g) = II g II’ 
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Proq7r. Clearly, A(S) being approximatively compact implies that each 
SE H has at least one best approximation in A(S). Suppose the theorem is 
false. Then there exists a sequence (f,J such t,hatf,? --fD and such that each 
fn has at least two distinct best approximations In A(S), say A(‘,) .‘*:I@ 
A(yni). By Lemma 2, iA( and {Aiy,;)) converge to A():,), and so by 
continuity of A-l at J:~ ) yn + y. and jg,’ --f ya . 
Consider the map (A y) +F” (J J’, ~) .,) = A~‘(&;-) -L A”(J~> pi .)j j- 
N"(A( J,) -J' A’(y, .), A’(y, .)j from HXS + B(E, B(E, R)) where B(E, Gj 
denotes the set of bounded linear transformations from tile normed iinezr 
space E to the normed linear space G. This map is easily seen to be coni-ntlous 
so that given E > 0 there exists a S(E) > 0 such that if 
then / F”(f, y, k, k) - F”(fO , y. , k, PII < E for all k si;rh that jj k I/ = 1. Let 
E = v/z: PV = (JJ ES : 11 J' - J'~ I/ < 8(~)!2}, and 
Then for all (f, y) E UXJV, F”(f, y3 k, k) > ~12 > 2 fm each k satisfying 
I/ ICI/ = 1. 
Sinceu,f, +-fO , yn + y. , and yn’ + yO we may assume that for al! 11, (,f;, s:,J 
and (,fn , yn’) lie in UXW’~ Now F(J~~, y,) = S(fn , y:,') and so by Taylor‘s 
Theorem 0 = F(f, , y,) - F(f% , yn’) = F’(fn, i yn,‘? yn, - y,‘, t:,, - y,‘) -J,- 
(l/2) F”(f, , z, yn - yn’, yn - yn’) for some z between ;I,~ and J~;~'. ~o:vY 
.F'(f% : .vn', yn - yn') = 0 since ~7~' is a local minimizer ofF(.f, 1 ,j in & and so 
since z E W by convexity and f, E U. Thus we have a contradiction, Q.E.D. 
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Remark 2. We note here for later use that Theorem 2 is valid even when 
S is not open in E provided that the point y, lies in the interior of S. Then the 
condition N’(A( y,) -A A’( y,, , h)) = 0 for all h E E is still necessary and the 
proof is the same. 
The following concept of a “normal” element of A(S) is not only useful 
for the problem at hand, but also plays a basic role in the question of which 
elements of A(S) can appear as best approximations to elements of H - A(S). 
DEFINITION 3. (1) A point A(X) E A(S) . 1s called normal if A-l exists on a 
neighborhood of A(x). is continuous at A(x), and A’(x, .) is one to one. (2) 
NP will denote the set of points having at least one normal best approxima- 
tion. 
LEMMA 3. Let Ad be an approxiinatiue& compact subset of a strictly 
convex normed linear space E. Suppose there exists a set SC M with the 
following properties: 
(a) The subset T = {x E E - M/P,&x)nS+ ~}isdemeinE-A4 
where P,bl(x) is the subset of best approximations of x. 
(b) For each x,, E T, h E (0, l), and m, E PM(,yoj n S there is a rzeigh- 
borhood v],(x,) of hx, -t (1 - h) nz, such that for each x E V,,(x,J , PM(x) is a 
singleton. 
Then the set U of all elements itz E having unique best approximations in M 
contains an open arzd dense subset of E. 
Proof. Let x,, be in T and HI, in P,l(xO) n S. Using (b) choose for each 
X E (0, 1) a neighborhood &(x0) of x:, = h-t0 + (1 - h) m, with T,(x,) C U. 
Then let V, == u vl,(zc,) where the union is taken over all x0 E A, 
nz, E P,(x,) n S, and X E (0, 1). Finally, let V’ = V, u MO where MO denotes 
the interior of M. Clearly Vis an open subset of H so it suffices to show that 
V is dense. 
Let x be arbitrary in E w M. Then there is a sequence (x,} C T converging 
to x by (a). But by definition of V, there exists for each positive integer 
IZ a y,?, E V such that I/ Y,~, - x, 1) < l/n. Then yn + x and so V is dense in 
E N M. Similarly, if 3c E M - MO then each neighborhood of x intersects V. 
Thus there is a sequence in V converging to x and so Vis dense in E. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that NP is a dense subset of H and that 
,,$Ll NV(Y) -.A A’(.Y, k), A’(Y, 4) > 0 
whenever A(y) E iVP andf f A(y). TI ien the set U of aN elements in H having 
unique best approximations in A(S) contains an open a/id dense subset of H. 
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I+cc$ We may assume that H f A(S). Let SE NP n (H - A(S)) and let 
A(y) be any normal best approximation of,S By the strict convexity of X 
each .fS = i\,f + (1 - A) A(y) where 0 < X < i has A(y) as its unique best 
approximation [.I!, p. 61 and the following conditions hold: 0 = F’(j:,. ) J, k) 
and 0 < F”(f, ? y, k, k) = N’(h(A(y) -f): A”()‘, k, k)) + N”@(A<y) -f), 
A’(y, k), A’(y, k)j = Xr-“(XN’(A(y) -f, A”(JJ, k, k)) + N”!Afyj -A A’(;,, k)- 
A’( J;, k))). 
Since inf;,,,:,, N”(A(y) -h A’(J’, k), A’( y, kj) > 0 and since the above 
conditions also hold for X = 1, it follows that inf;,,,,,, F”(h ~7, k, k) > 0 for 
each 0 < X < 1. Hence by Theorem 2 there is an open neighborhood 
V$ A, y) about each J, which is contained in CC Thus by Lemma 3 the 
theorem hoids. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3 will now be applied to two important types of nonlinear 
approximating families. The first of these is the set of polynomial rationai 
functions on [0, I] with fixed degree of numerator and denominator, and 
the second is the class of r-families whose study was injtiated by Hobby axle 
Rice in 1967 [3]. 
DEF~N~UON 4. 
di::,LO, i] = {p/q : p = a, + ... + a#, q = 6, 2 I.. + b,#‘: 
with q(x) > 0 for all n E [0, I]). (We shall denote this set more simply by R,I;?.) 
DEFINITION 5. Let A” = { p/q E R.:: dim{ ;7Q + ~,PJ = 11; + !I T 17 
where B == span(1, X, . . . . x’lj, and Q = span(l, -I’,..., .P), Elements 05 I t. BE 
called normal and it is shown in [S] that they comprise the normal elements of 
I?,,,” in the sense of Definition 3 using the maps defined beiow. 
Remark 3. It is known that p/q E A’ if and only if 
min{n - Zp, rrz - Zq.1 = iii 
and p and q have no common factors where the symbol E denotes “degree 
of” p]. 
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It will be shown in Corollary 2 that the elements of N are precisely the 
ones that can appear as best approximations to functions not in REL. 
Let S = {y = (a, ,..., a, , b, ,..., b,) E fla+n+l : 
1 + blx + ... + b m~‘“Z > 0 for all x E [0, 11) and define A : S -j L,[O, I] by 
A(J’) = (a, + .*. + a,~~)/(1 + blx + .*. + b,x’“). Then A(S) = R$ since 
if r =(a, + ... + a,xn)/(bo + ... + b,@ is in RcE then b, f 0, so P has a 
representation with b, = 1. 
THEOREM 4. The set U of functions in L,[O, I], p 3 2, havirzg unique best 
approximations in R,,‘” contains an open dense subset. 
Proof. S is easily seen to be open and A(S) is weakly closed and hence 
approximatively compact [IO and 6, p. 3681. Also, each element of 
A(S) - Rz:t is normal in the sense of Definition 3. A is twice F-differentiable 
on S with A’(y, 12) = d/qz(y) and 
24 q(h) - 1 
A"(y, h, h) = - 
4”(Y) 4(Y) 
where h E Rn2+n+1, d = p( y)(q(h) - 1) - p(h) q(y), and where 
p(u) = u1 + zfpx + ... + u,+~x~ and g(zr) = 1 + u,+~x + .** + u,+,+~x’” 
for ZI = (v ,...) u,+,+~). F rom the second formula it is easily established that 
the map y -+ A”(y, =, a) is continuous. 
Supposef i A(y) and A(y) E Jlr. Then for k i 0 in Rnz+n+l we have that 
the (Lebesgue) measure of {x : A’(y, k)(x) = 0} is zero since A’(y, .) is one- 
to-one so that A’(y, k) is a nonzero rational function on [0, 11. Thus by the 
continuity of the map k + N”(A( y) - f, A’( y, k), A’( y, k)) and the compact- 
ness of {k : I/ k Ij = 11, in&,,,, N”(A(y) -5 A’(y, k), A’( y, k)) > 0. Also, 
NP = L,[O, I] - R~I: as remarked above and so is dense in H. Hence the 
result follows from Theorem 3. Q.E.D. 
The r-families of Hobby and Rice can be described as follows: A function 
y(t, X) from T x [0, l] to the real numbers is given, where T is a subset of the 
reals. For a fixed positive integer II, consider the family 
F = 
i 
f(x) = f aiy(ti , x): ai is real, and ti E T for all i 
i=l 
Then given g E L,[O, 1] we seek a best approximation to g from F. However, 
since F is not closed, in general [I 1, p. 431 it is necessary to consider the 
closure of F. If T is compact (and if y(t, x) satisfies certain conditions given 
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in Theorem 5 below) then it is known 
1 < p < ‘YJ is given by 
where y”j(t, x) denotes (Ejy,‘3tj)(t, x). (See [S] or 39] for example). 
Until recently, the parameterization of .F has presented great diEkui:ies 
since the natural parameterization of elements of F by the ai’s and iis does 
not extend to F in any simple way. However, in [13], Barrar and Loeb have 
introduced a parameterization of F that can be easily- extended to r”. To 
parameterize F, define a map A : D + C[O, l] by 
i4jc, ). . .) c, ) a1 )..., a,)(x) = Il(ci a)(xj 
where 8! = {(cl ,..., c,~ , a, ,..., a,) E (c, a) E W i zn + CZ~Z”-~ + ..* + a,2 has 
all its roots in Tj and where K is any contour in U with Tin its inrerior. Now 
D is a closed subset of Pn and so for differentiation one can extend A to the 
open set Y = ((c, a) E Pn / z’l + n,z’“-l + ... + a, has all its roots in the 
interior of K]. Since y(z, x) is reai valued for real z i: foilows from the residue 
theorem and Schwarz’s principle of reflection that A(c? aj(.j is real valued for 
each (c, a) E F’. It is a lengthy but straightforward exercise (see [14]) to 
verify that the map A satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 3. However: D 
is not open in Re’” so that the usual orthogonality condition fer a best appro5 
matian (i.e. LV’(A(x) -.f. A’(x, A)) = 0 for all 2 1 E -FP) is no longer necessary 
in all cases. ht is clear, however, that the condition is still necessary whenever 
the best approximation lies in the relative interior of the original family F~ 
Thus using Theorem 2 (see Remark 2) and the techniques of Theorem 3 we 
have the following weaker version of Theorem 4. 
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(3) If any function of the form 
is zero ,for all x, where xr=, (nzi + 1) + 2 Cy=,+, (mi + 1) < 2n, ti E T, and 
Im(k) f 0, then 
Let W denote the set of functions possessing a best approximation in 
P = {EL, aiy(ti , x) : a, is real and ti E TQ for all i = l,..., N). TJgen the set of 
functions in W having a unique best approximation in fi contains a subset hat 
is at once open and dense in Win the relative topology and open in L,[O, I] for 
2<p<o3. 
Remark 4. For the choice y(t, x) = etz all the assumptions are obvious 
but (3). For a proof of (3) in this case see [lo] and [ll, p. 451. Also using the 
results of Barrar and Loeb in [13] it is easy to show that Theorem 5 also 
applies to the exponential family for the choice T = (- 00, CD). 
We shall now consider the question of how many best approximations an 
element may have. For simplicity we shall restrict our attention to R,” 
considered as a subset of H = L,[O, 1). The proof of the following lemma is 
quite elementary and has thus been omitted. 
LEMMA 5. Let L, and M,, be closed subspaces of the Hilbert space H and 
let u and v be arbitrary in H. Tlzen tllere exist x E u + L, and y E v f M, such 
that [I x - y (( = dist(u + L, , v + M,,). Moreover, [x - y, z] = 0 for any z 
ofthefornzs--~withsEv+MOort-xxwithtEu+LO. 
LEMMA 6. Let Mi i = 1, 2,... be a sequence offinite dimensional subspaces 
of the Hilbert space H suck tlzat (1) iWi n (C;l: Mj) = (0) for all i = 2, 3,... 
Let ri E Mi be given for i = 1, 2,... where ri + 0. Then for each n, 
L, E A (ri + Mi’-) 
i=l 
is nonvoid. 
Proof. The proof is by induction. For 12 = 1, there is nothing to do, so 
assume L, = fly=, (ri + M,I) is nonvoid where II > 1. This set is a linear 
manifold in Hand in fact it is simple to check that L, = f + M,I r\ ... n M,l 
where f is any element of L, . By Lemma 3, there exist x E S = rnfl + Mi+l 
and y EL, such that 11 x - y /I = dist(S, L,) and x - y is orthogonal to 
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PrOOfi By Remark 3, each r., is normal so that it is s&Gent to show eta: 
for some f,> x1 ~~.., X, are local minima of the functional N(x) = /I A(X) - ,f$ ii5 
where A(.) is the parameter mapping introduced earlier and x1 ‘..~? X, are the 
unique parameters with A(.ui) = Y.~ . Now .7c is a locar minim-urn of N(.x) if 
(1) (l/2) N'fx,h) = [A(x) -h z4'fx, A)] = 0 for ali k E Rn2+'i+l 
(2) (1,/2) N"(x, h, h) = [A'(x, I?), X(x, h)] f [A(x) -.f, A"(x, k, h)] > 0 
for al; 11 with 11 il j! = 1. Using the calculations in Theorem 4 and [!I] we note 
that for each 11, A’(x, , FY’+~+~) = P,,Jq,” = (p,“qc2 1 p is a polynomial of 
degree :< :n + II> and A”(x,, h, Ilj E PBnafn/qs3. Let M, = ?z,,,+,/~,,a ~1 = 1, 2:.... 
ClaCuI. If (3) pJqi3 = IfI: pj/qj3 p/ E Pzi,.:., G = I,.., , i; then pi E 0. 
ProoJzc Using (3) we get (4) pi (lJ:l: qrs) = q,” (z:fl: p1 ni:zi_ L+j q[;“j. Th~2n 
qi3 divides the left-hand side of (4). But qi3 is relatively prime to nlii 41.x so 
we must have that qi3 divides pd . But Geg(qi”) = 3~; > 2~ + n >, deg;?: 
which implies that pi = 0. Thus, (Mi n zJ:t Mj) = (0) and by Lemma 5, for 
each ;?;, L, = pji:, (I.~ f &It’) is nonvoid. ut if f E L, tlit!E since 
P2,,,+Jqi" 3 P,,,+,,:q? 
we have that (1) and (2) are satisfied so that 11 k(.) -.fjl’ has xi ,...P .xN BS 
isolated local minima. Q.E.3. 
Remark 5. A natural question now is whether or not for somej”g L,[O, ? 1 
the function I/f - . II2 has infinitely many minima in RET It is known that 
-this is impossible in the case IH = 1 121 but &e general case is still an open 
question to the best of our knowledge. 
For the remainder of this paper we shall consider the reverse problem of 
approximation theory. That is, if His a normed linear space and M a subset 
of Ei, then given an element nz E M, does there exist a point :! & ~1 such that 
172 is a closest point to p in M? 
In what follows, the setting will be the same as for Theorem 3~ That is, His 
6+J/ra/z-6 
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strictly convex with a twice F-differentiable norm, A : S -+ H is twice F- 
differentiable, A(S) is approximatively compact and the maps x + A”(x, a, -) 
andg+N”(g, .) .) are continuous. 
THEOREM 7. Let x E S be given and suppose that 
(a) A(x) is normal. 
(b) A’(x, .) has closed range in H and is not onto. 
(c) The map g --f N’(g, .) is onto H*. 
(d) inf,,,,,=, N”(A(x) -f, A’(x, k), A’(x, k)) > Cl whenever f i A(x). 
Then there exists f # A(x) such that A(x) is the unique best approximation of 
fin A(S). 
Remark 6. Using Lemma 4, it can easily be shown that hypothesis (c) 
holds for any L, space with CG > p > 1. 
Proof of Theorem 7. By (cj and (bj, pick g E H such that 11 N’(g, .)I1 = 1 
and N’(g, II) = 0 for every 12 = A’(x, k), k E E. Let f = A(x) - g. Then 
f f A(x) and satisfies the condition F’(f, x, k) = N’(A(x) -f, A’(x, k)) = 0 
for each k E E. Letting Ji = Af + (1 - A) A(x) for each X E [0, 11, and 
proceeding exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3, we have that F’(J;, , x, k) = 0 
for each k E E and inf;,,,,,, F”(f, x, k, k) > 0 for X sufficiently small by (d). 
Thus, for h sufficiently small and positive, x is a relative minimum of the 
functional F(fn , .) defined on S. By the continuity of A-l on a relative 
neighborhood of A(x), A(x) is a relative minimum of the functional N(. -f) 
defined on A(S). Thus for perhaps still smaller A, A(x) is the unique best 
approximation to f in A(S). See [9]. Q.E.D. 
For the following result we shall only assume that H has a once F-differen- 
tiable norm and that the map A is once F-differentiable on S. N will be 
defined by N(g) = 11 q /lr where r > 1 and g E H. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose p E A(S) satisjies the co?ldition that 
span () A’(x, E) 
XEA-q P) 
is dense in H. Then p cannot be a best approximation to any f # A(S). 
Proof. Suppose p were a best approximation to f $ A(S). Then for each 
x ES satisfying rl(x) = p, x is a global minimum of F(f, .) = N(A(.) -f). 
Thus the necessary condition F’(f, x, k) = N’(A(x) -f, A/(x, k)) = 0 for all 
k E E holds for any such X. But then N’( p - f, g) = 0 for every 
g E UrsA-lA(P) A’(x, E) and hence for every g in the linear span of this set. But 
then, by denseness, N’( p -f, *) = 0. However, /I N’( p -f, .)\I = r jlp -f Ijr--l 
which implies p = f-a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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We will now apply Theorem 8 to a generalized rational family that includes 
Rzz as an example and to the r-families defined earlier. Alternate proofs .for 
Theorems 9 and 10 may be found in [9] and [ 1 i j p. 451 respectively. 
Proof. Let S be any compact subset of [ - I2 13~ Using a resuir of Achieser 
[15- p. 2541 it is simple to show that span{[l,/(I - ,i.x)]; h / < 1) is dense in 
C([--l, I]) and hence also in C(S) (using Tietzes’ Extension Theorem). 
Since X is compact and C-1, 1] is Hausdorff it foihxvs that p-l is continuous 
on p(X) = S given the relative topology. Thus for every g E C(X). g ’ P-I Is 
continuous on S. Then given E > 0, pick i:, sI )...5 a,; and X, ).~.~ h, with 
j Xi I < I CQ that max,=,(,),, 1 g . p-“(s) - zycl nJ(l - >,;p>i < E. Then 
maX,,x [ g(x) - xy=, a;/(1 - Xip(x)) / < E and we have finded, QCE.Z>, 
Remark 7. The hypotheses of Lemma 7 imply that X is homeomorphx 
to a subset of [-I, I]. Thus the possible domains in Theorem 9 below ari: 
implicitly limited to such compact sets X. 
For the following result let X be a compact Mausdorf? space, V~ a regrliar 
Bore1 measure on X, {g, ,..., g,] and (1~ ,...) iz,> Pineariy independent subsets 
of C(Xj, Q = span{& ,..., 11 ,>, P = span ( g, ?.. .i g,)-, and I?+ = ( p/q : p E B, 
q E Q, and q(x) > 0 for all x E X}. Let S = {(aI )~,.I cp, ) 6, )..-, E,,,) : l@,(x) - 
‘~’ + SmhsrL(x) > 0 for all x E X> and define A : S --> &(X3 ,tij, t > !, 5:. 
A(a, :...: a,, b, ,:.., b,,) = (a,g, + ~.. + 6z,,gn)~(bl~~l + ... A- S;,,h,>. LetGrr:: 
s = (al ,.~., a, , O1 ,..*, b,),y =: a,g, + .a. f~,g,: and q =&I, t ~” + 
b,h, we then have by a simple calculation that A’(x, J?-;~~) = ( pQ + qP)!q”. 
Proof. Let p = qr/ql. We may assume Ii p jl r;o < 1. Then for ever:? 
/hi <13q,-~q,ET,sinceifp,EBandp,EParesuchihat 
PI/41 = P&f = f, 
then pA/qA = ( p1 - hp,)/(q, - hq,) is equal to r also. Let .xX E S be such that 
A(.~,,) = pnjqA . Since A/(x,, , Rn+m) = p& + q,,P,lq:T we have that 
(p,,/q3 . (1 - hp)-l =pO/(ql - Xq,) E A’@, Rm+fi,I 
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for each j h [ < 1. By Lemma 7 and the fact that p,(x)/&) > 0 for all 
x E X, span (( p0/q3 . (1 - &)-I : j X 1 < l> is uniformly dense in C(X) and 
hence dense in L,(X, in) for t > 1. Thus the result follows from Theorem 8. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. A nonnormal element of RzLIO, l] cannot be the best 
approximation to any f E L,[O, 11 otJ?er than itselffor t > 1. 
Proof. If r E Rg‘[O, l] is not normal then by Remark 2, there exist 
relatively prime polynomials (or they may be constants) p and q such that 
ap < IZ - 1, aq < nz - 1, r = p/q, and q(x) > 0 for all X. Then 
r[p(l + x)]/[q(l + x)] and so T, contains the elements q and q . (1 + x) 
whose quotient p = l/(1 + x) is clearly one-to-one on [0, l] with 11 p jlvi < 1. 
Q.E.D. 
We also have the following application of Theorem 8. 
THEOREM 10. Consider the family F = {CF=, xyz0 aiiy(j’(ti , x)1 ti E T and 
&, (mi + 1) < N} where T is a compact subset of the real line, N a fixed 
positive izzteger and y(t, x) satisfies the Jzypotheses of T?zeorem 5. 1~ addition, 
assume that span {y(t, x)1 t E T> is uzziformll~ dense iz? C[O, 11. Then if an 
element f E i? is not normal (using the parameter map A of Theorem 5) it cannot 
be the best approximation to any element of L,[O, l] otizer tharz itselfforp > 1. 
Again we shall not present a complete proof here, but mention that if f is 
not normal then one discovers by direct calculation that 
() A’(x, R’“) 3 {y(t, x) j t E T) 
xEA-l(fj 
from which the result is obvious. 
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